Abstract: This paper is concerned with real interval arithmetic. We focus on interval matrix multiplication. Well-known algorithms for this purpose require the evaluation of several point matrix products to compute one interval matrix product. In order to save computing time we propose a method that modifies such known algorithm by partially using low-precision floating-point arithmetic. The modified algorithms work without significant loss of tightness of the computed interval matrix product but are about 30% faster than their corresponding original versions. The negligible loss of accuracy is rigorously estimated.
Introduction
Interval arithmetic is widely applied to scientific computing [1, 2] . In this paper we present a fast implementation of interval matrix multiplication. Let R be the set of real numbers and let IR denote the set of closed real intervals. Then, [a] ∈ IR can be represented in inf-sup form (infimum supremum form):
[a] = [a, a] = {x ∈ R | a ≤ x ≤ a}, a, a ∈ R, a ≤ a, or in mid-rad form (midpoint radius form): 
[a][b] = [min (ab, ab, ab, ab) , max(ab, ab, ab, ab)].
Interval matrix multiplication can be carried out by straightforward use of (1) and (2) . However, it is known that this naive method is very slow compared to pure floating-point matrix multiplication by gemm in BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms). Oishi and Rump [3, 4] developed an algorithm for interval matrix multiplication by cleverly using a midpoint radius transformation. The dominant computations in their algorithm are four floating-point matrix products. Ogita and Oishi [5] reduced the number of floating-point matrix products to two at the cost of wider output intervals. Alternative algorithms were developed by Rump [6] and Ozaki et al. [7] . The main concern of this paper is to accelerate known algorithms for interval matrix multiplication. For this purpose we partially use low-precision arithmetic for computing the radii of intervals without significant loss of accuracy. The interval matrix multiplication methods proposed in [3, 6, 7] contain several multiplications of nonnegative matrices. Since cancellation does not occur in the floating-point evaluation of these matrix products, high-precision is in general not necessary for these computations. Extensive numerical tests support this statement and we will prove theorems that confirms it rigorously.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly introduce earlier work on interval matrix multiplication [3, 6] . In Section 3 we present our method that uses mixed precision arithmetic. In Section 4 we analyze the loss of accuracy of our mixed precision algorithms compared to corresponding unmixed original ones. We use MATLAB-like notation [8] for formulating our algorithms. In particular, this means that all expressions occurring in our algorithms are evaluated by floating-point arithmetic.
Previous work
This section introduces some notation and outlines earlier work on interval matrix multiplication. Let F be a set of binary floating-point numbers as defined by IEEE 754 [9] . Let fl (·), fl (·), and fl (·) denote that each arithmetic operation in an expression enclosed in the parenthesis is evaluated by floating-point arithmetic with rounding to nearest, rounding upward, or rounding downward, respectively. Let u be the roundoff unit, for example, u = 2 −53 for binary64. For x ∈ F n , |x| means (|x 1 |, |x 2 |, . . . , |x n |)
T and a similar notation is used for matrices. Furthermore, let setround(·) be a function that switches the rounding mode of floating-point arithmetic as follows:
• setround(0): rounding to nearest
• setround(-1): rounding downward
The function setround(·) is available in INTLAB [3] . Moreover, we use the INTLAB functions infsup (returning lower and upper interval bounds) and midrad (returning interval midpoint and radius) in our algorithms.
The set of floating-point intervals is denoted by IF. Clearly IF ⊆ IR and x ∈ IF can be represented either in inf-sup form
or in mid-rad form
Like for real interval matrices this notation carries over to floating-point interval matrices.
In 
Two of these methods are described in the following two subsections.
Method with 4 matrix products
Oishi and Rump [3, 10] proposed a fast algorithm for interval matrix multiplication. Define
The interval matrix product [A] [B] can be enclosed by using directed rounding as follows: 
Method with 3 matrix products
In [6, 7] a method for computing an interval matrix product is developed that requires three matrix products. First, we state a recent result on an error bound for matrix multiplication. For P ∈ F m×n and Q ∈ F n×p Jeannerod and Rump [13] proved
where it is assumed that no underflow occurs in the floating-point evaluation.
From (6) we have
By (3) and (7),
Note that nu/(1 − nu) for n < u −1 was used in the original papers [6, 7] instead of nu. In (8) the three matrix products
are computed. 
Remark 1 We assumed that no underflow occurs in fl (·). However, it is possible to take care of underflow by using
where P ∈ F m×n , Q ∈ F n×p , and u S denotes the smallest positive subnormal floating-point number. Namely, (8) can be extended to
where E ∈ F m×p is the matrix all entries of which are one.
The mixed precision method
In this section we propose a method for accelerating Algorithms 2 and 3. In Algorithm 2 the following two matrix products of nonnegative matrices are computed:
The main simple but efficient idea of our method is to evaluate these matrix products with lowprecision arithmetic. For example, if the matrices are represented in binary64 as defined by IEEE 754, then we use binary32 instead of binary64 for computing the matrix products in (10) . Since cancellation does not occur in the evaluation of these products, high-precision arithmetic is not necessary in the average case. The difference in performance between binary32 and binary64 matrix multiplication is demonstrated in Tables I, II , and III. They show computing times for matrix multiplication for some matrix sizes on several distinct architectures. The tables confirm that binary32 arithmetic is approximately twice faster than binary64 arithmetic. The following notations will be used to distinguish between high and low precision:
• fl (·): floating-point evaluation by working precision arithmetic, for example, binary64
• fl (·): floating-point evaluation by low-precision arithmetic, for example, binary32.
Let u and u (u ≤ u ) be the roundoff unit for fl (·) and fl (·), respectively. For example, if binary64 and binary32 are used, then u = 2 −53 and u = 2 −24 . First, we convert the following matrices entrywise to low-precision format:
Next, we set
The following algorithm computes [W 2 ] in (12) with binary64 working precision and binary32 lowprecision. 
Algorithm 4 For
The MATLAB-functions double(·) and single(·) convert their arguments to binary64 and binary32 and also set their data types to 'double' and 'single', respectively. If a variable of type single is combined with a variable of type double, then MATLAB performs arithmetic as if both inputs had type single and returns a result of type single.
We compared performance and tightness of the computed intervals of Algorithms 2 and 4 heuristically. For this purpose random binary64 square matrices A, B ∈ F n×n were generated by A = randn(n), B = randn(n), and the two input interval matrices for those algorithms were defined by
Here, the MATLAB built-in function randn returns a sample of random numbers from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. Table IV shows Table V shows the minimum, median and maximum ratio
of the radii of [C] and [D] for several n and some pairs of α and β. For each of the twelve stated combinations of (n, (α, β)) ten random examples were generated. The stated numerical examples indicate that the additional overestimation caused by our method is negligible. Next, we improve the performance of Algorithm 3 by using low-precision arithmetic. There are three matrix products in (9) . Low-precision arithmetic can be applied to two of them, namely to
and the following enclosure is obtained which is used in the subsequent algorithm: Tables VI and VII. Table VI indicates that for larger n Algorithm 5 works about 30 % faster than Algorithm 3. Table VII suggests that the additional overestimation caused by our method is negligible again. 
Remark 2 The transformation (11) from working precision to low-precision might produce subnormal numbers even if the working precision input data are normalized floating-point numbers. In this case, the performance will significantly slow down. To avoid this, a suitable scaling by multiplying a
, where u N is the smallest positive normalized low-precision floating-point number, should be applied.
Remark 3 The strategy of using low-precision arithmetic can also be applied to point-interval matrix multiplication. For
Then, low-precision arithmetic can be used to evaluate the nonnegative matrix product fl (|A|R B ) in order to increase the performance. 
Remark 4 Consider

Error analysis
In this section we rigorously estimate the loss of accuracy of our Algorithm 4 compared to Algorithm 2. The comparison of Algorithms 3 and 5 works analogously and is therefore omitted. First, note that according to the IEEE 754 standard the following lemma is valid.
Lemma 1 For a, b ∈ F, in absence of overflow and underflow,
Next, we estimate the difference between fl (·) and fl (·) for matrix multiplication. For that we use the following theorem on bounding the error of a sum of floating-point numbers where the summation is carried out in rounding upward mode. Since its proof is rather technical and not in the focus of this paper it is postponed to the appendix. 
Theorem 1 Suppose that
Theorem 2 For n ≤
Then,
and
Proof. Algorithm 2 computes
and Algorithm 4 computes
From Theorem 2 and Lemma 1 upper bounds for T 1 and T 2 are obtained as follows:
Combining (22) and (23) gives
Theorem 1 for three addends and (24) supply
Then, (19) is derived from (21) 
Theorem 4 With the notation of Theorem 3, the following holds true: a) if |M
the inequality is immediately derived. The proof for b) is analogous. 2
Conclusion
We implemented interval matrix multiplication by partially using low-precision arithmetic. If the smaller range of the exponent of the low-precision format does not cause problems like demonstrated in Remark 4, then our method still produces intervals of similar quality as the underlying original high-precision method. The main benefit is that our method is about 30% faster than the original one.
ŝ n−1 ≤ (1 + 2(n − 2)u)s n−1 .
Using also n ≤ 
